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AN ACT

amending title 9, chapter 5, article 2, Arizona Revised Statutes, by adding
section 9-520; amending sections 10-2051, 10-2052, 10-2057, 10-2060, 10-2062,
10-2064 and 10-2068, Arizona Revised Statutes; Repealing sections 10-2071 and
10-2072, Arizona Revised Statutes; amending sections 10-2081, 10-2121,
10-2122, 10-2127, 10-2128, 10-2130, 10-2131 and 10-2134, Arizona Revised
Statutes; repealing section 10-2137, Arizona Revised Statutes; amending
section 10-2138, Arizona Revised Statutes; amending title 30, Arizona Revised
Statutes, by adding chapter 6; amending title 40, chapter 1, article 1,
Arizona Revised Statutes, by adding section 40-113; amending sections 40-201,
40-202 and 40-204, Arizona Revised Statutes; amending title 40, chapter 2,
article 1, Arizona Revised Statutes, by adding sections 40-207, 40-208 and
40-209; amending sections 40-286, 40-360.02, 42-5155, 42-5161 and 42-6103,
Arizona Revised Statutes; amending section 42-5010, Arizona Revised Statutes,
as amended by Laws 1998, chapter 1, section 161; amending section 42-5063,
Arizona Revised Statutes, as amended by Laws 1998, chapter 1, section 166;
amending section 42-5151, Arizona Revised Statutes, as amended by Laws 1998,
chapter 1, section 172; relating to electric power.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Arizona:1
Section|1.||Title 9, chapter 5, article 2, Arizona Revised Statutes,2

is amended by adding section 9-520, to read:3
9-520.||Provision of electric generation services; competition;4

definitions5
A.||A city or town that provides electric distribution service shall6

not sell electric generation service outside of its service territory as7
constituted on January 1, 1998, or as later amended by mutual agreement,8
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unless the city or town has agreed to allow other electricity suppliers to1
make sales of electric generation service within its service territory.2

B.||Notwithstanding section 9-516, subsection A, a city or town that3
provides electric distribution service may sell electric generation service4
outside of its service territory if the city or town meets the requirements5
of subsection A of this section.6

C.||In this section, unless the context otherwise requires:7
1.||"Electric distribution service" means the distribution of8

electricity to retail customers through the use of electric distribution9
facilities.10

2.||"Electric generation service" means the provision of electricity11
for sale to retail electric customers but does not include electric12
distribution or transmission services.13

3.||"Electric transmission service" means the transmission of14
electricity to retail electric customers or to electric distribution15
facilities and that is so classified by the federal energy regulatory16
commission or, to the extent permitted by law, so classified by the Arizona17
corporation commission.18

4.||"Electricity supplier" means a person, whether acting in a19
principal, agent or other capacity, who offers to sell electricity to a20
retail electric customer in this state.21

5.||"Service territory" means the geographic area in which a public22
power entity or public service corporation owns, operates, controls or23
maintains electric distribution facilities and that additional area in which24
the public power entity or public service corporation has agreed to extend25
electric distribution facilities, whether established by a certificate of26
convenience and necessity, by official action by a public power entity or by27
contract or agreement.28

Sec.|2.||Section 10-2051, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:29
10-2051.||Definitions30
In this article, unless the context otherwise requires:31
1.||"Cooperative" means a corporation that is organized under this32

article or which that becomes subject to this article in the manner provided33
therein in this article.34

2.||"Person" means a natural person, firm, association, corporation,35
business trust, partnership, federal agency, state or political subdivision36
or agency thereof or any body politic.37

3.||"Rural area" means an area of this state not included within the38
boundaries of a city or town having a population in excess of twenty-five39
hundred inhabitants, and the term includes both the farm and non-farm40
population thereof.41
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Sec.|3.||Section 10-2052, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:1
10-2052.||Purpose2
A.||Cooperative nonprofit membership corporations may be organized3

under this article for any of the purpose of following purposes:4
1.||Supplying, purchasing, marketing, selling, transmitting or5

distributing electric energy to persons in rural areas and promoting and6
extending the use of electric energy in such areas.7

2.||Providing billing, metering, communications and other services8
related or incidental to supplying, providing or transmitting electric9
energy, whether or not the cooperative is itself supplying or transmitting10
that energy.11

2.||3.||Engaging in activities designed to promote economic development12
of rural areas as described in section 10-2057.13

4.||Engaging in activities for any lawful purpose.14
B.||In a rural area where there is no telephone service, a cooperative15

which is supplying electric energy in the area may enter into a cooperative16
agreement with the existing holder of a certificate of convenience and17
necessity for telephone service in the general area to supply telephone18
service in the same area.19

C.||Generation and transmission cooperatives as defined in article 420
of this chapter are subject to article 4 of this chapter and not to this21
article. 22

Sec.|4.||Section 10-2057, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:23
10-2057.||Powers of electric cooperative24
A.||A cooperative organized under this article may:25
1.||Sue and be sued in its corporate name.26
2.||Provide for existence for a period of twenty-five years with the27

privilege of extension as provided by law.28
2.||Have perpetual existence.29
3.||Adopt and alter a corporate seal.30
4.||Generate, manufacture, purchase, acquire, accumulate and transmit31

electric energy, and distribute, sell, supply and dispose of electric energy32
to its members.33

4.||To compete more effectively with other entities in the electric34
energy market, engage in the generation, manufacture, purchase, acquisition,35
accumulation, transmission, marketing, sale, distribution, supply and36
disposition of electric energy, either individually or jointly in37
collaboration with other corporations that have loans made or guaranteed by38
the United States through the administrator of the rural utilities service39
or that are nonprofit members of the corporation.40

5.||Assist persons to whom electric energy is or will be supplied by41
the cooperative in wiring their premises and in acquiring and installing42
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electrical and plumbing appliances, equipment, fixtures and apparatus by1
means of financing.2

6.||Assist persons to whom electric energy is or will be supplied by3
the cooperative in constructing, equipping, maintaining and operating4
electric cold storage or processing plants by means of financing.5

7.||Construct, purchase, lease or otherwise acquire, and equip,6
maintain and operate, and sell, assign, convey, lease, mortgage, pledge or7
otherwise dispose of or encumber,| electric transmission and distribution8
lines or systems, electric generating plants, lands, buildings, structures,9
dams, plants and equipment, and any other real or personal property, tangible10
or intangible, which that is deemed necessary, convenient or appropriate to11
accomplish the any purpose for which the cooperative is organized or that it12
elects to undertake.13

8.||Purchase, lease or otherwise acquire, and use, and exercise and14
sell, assign, convey, mortgage, pledge or otherwise dispose of or encumber,15
franchises, rights, privileges, licenses and easements.16

9.||Borrow money and otherwise contract indebtedness, and issue notes,17
bonds and other evidences of indebtedness, and secure the payment thereof by18
mortgage, pledge or deed of trust of, or any other encumbrance upon, any or19
all of its presently owned or after-acquired real or personal property,20
assets, franchises or revenues.21

10.||Construct, maintain and operate electric transmission and22
distribution lines along, upon, under and across publicly owned lands and23
public thoroughfares, including, without limitation, all roads, highways,24
streets, alleys, bridges and causeways, and acquire for such purposes25
franchises, licenses, permits, easements, rights-of-way and all similar26
rights and privileges relating to such purposes.27

11.||Exercise the power of eminent domain in the manner and to the28
extent provided by the laws of this state for the exercise of such power by29
other corporations constructing or operating electric transmission and30
distribution lines or systems.31

12.||Become a member of other cooperatives or corporations or own stock32
therein in those cooperatives or corporations or otherwise financially33
participate and invest in those cooperatives or corporations.34

13.||Conduct its business and exercise its powers within or without this35
state.36

14.||Adopt, amend and repeal bylaws.37
15.||Do and perform other acts and things and have and exercise other38

powers which that may be necessary, convenient or appropriate to accomplish39
the purpose for which the cooperative is organized or to carry out its40
business and affairs.41

16.||Subject to any limitation imposed by federal law, invest its own42
monies, make loans or guarantees or participate in rural community43
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infrastructure projects, in job creation activities and in other activities1
to promote economic development in rural areas if the rural development2
activities are approved by the rural electrification administration utilities3
service.4

B.||The authority granted in subsection A, paragraph 16 shall be used5
only for economic development in rural areas, and the electric cooperative6
shall not use monies intended for rural economic development to purchase or7
acquire electrical works or electrical facilities, whether real or personal8
property, or both, by the exercise of the right of eminent domain or9
condemnation nor shall such monies be used to purchase, construct, lease or10
acquire any electrical works or electrical facilities or make any extensions11
or additions designed to serve areas or territories already being lawfully12
served.  In subsection A, paragraph 16 and this subsection:13

1.||"Economic development" includes project feasibility studies,14
start-up costs, incubator projects and other reasonable expenses for the15
purpose of fostering rural economic development.16

2.||"Invest" means to commit monies in order to earn a financial return17
on assets which are not expected to be used or useful in furnishing electric18
service.  The total amount which the electric cooperative invests, loans or19
uses as a guarantee is limited to those monies authorized under federal law20
for rural development programs.21

3.||"Job creation activities" includes activities such as providing22
technical, financial and managerial assistance.23

4.||"Rural community infrastructure projects" includes projects such24
as water and waste systems and garbage collection services. 25

C.||Beginning on January 1, 1999 the indemnification of members,26
directors, officers, employees and agents of a cooperative shall be in27
accordance with chapter 31, article 5 of this title.28

Sec.|5.||Section 10-2060, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:29
10-2060.||Members in cooperative30
Each incorporator of a cooperative shall be a member thereof of the31

cooperative, but no other person may become a member unless he the person32
agrees to use electric energy or other services furnished by the cooperative33
when they are made available through its facilities.  Any member of a34
cooperative, other than a member which is itself a cooperative, who agrees35
to use electric energy ceases to be a member if he does not use electric36
energy supplied by the cooperative within six months after it is made37
available to him, or if electric energy is not made available to him by the38
cooperative within two years after he becomes a member, or such lesser period39
as the by-laws of the cooperative may provide as the cooperative establishes40
in its bylaws.  A husband and wife may hold a joint membership in a41
cooperative.  Membership in a cooperative is not transferable, except as42
provided in the by-laws bylaws.  The by-laws bylaws may prescribe additional43
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qualifications, and limitations, in respect to classifications and rights1
concerning membership. 2
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Sec.|6.||Section 10-2062, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:1
10-2062.||Annual and special meetings of members; notice;2

quorum; voting3
A.||An annual meeting of the members of a cooperative shall be held at4

such time and place as provided in the by-laws bylaws.  Special meetings of5
the members may be called by the president, by the board of directors, by any6
three directors or by not less than ten per cent of the members.7

B.||Except as otherwise provided in this article, written or printed8
notice stating the time and place of each meeting of the members and, in the9
case of a special meeting, the purpose for which the meeting is called,|10
shall be given to each member, either personally or by mail, not less than11
ten nor more than twenty-five days before the date of the meeting.  If12
mailed, the notice shall be deemed to be given when deposited in the United13
States mail with postage prepaid addressed to the member at his the member’s14
address appearing on the records of the cooperative.15

C.||Unless the by-laws bylaws prescribe the presence of a greater16
percentage or number of the members for a quorum, a quorum for the17
transaction of business at all meetings of the members of a cooperative18
having not more than one thousand members shall be five per cent of all19
members personally present in person or by ballot, and of a cooperative20
having more than one thousand members, shall be fifty members personally21
present in person or by ballot.  If less than a quorum is present at any22
meeting, a majority of those present personally in person may adjourn the23
meeting from time to time without further notice.24

D.||Unless the bylaws provide otherwise, each member shall be entitled25
to one vote on each matter submitted to a vote at a meeting of the members.26
Voting shall be in person,| but, if the by-laws bylaws so provide, may also27
be by mail or by proxy. 28

Sec.|7.||Section 10-2064, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:29
10-2064.||Bylaws30
The board of directors shall adopt the first by-laws bylaws of a31

cooperative to be adopted following incorporation, conversion, merger or32
consolidation.  Thereafter either the board of directors or the members shall33
adopt, may amend or repeal the by-laws by the affirmative vote of a majority34
of those members voting thereon at a meeting of the members bylaws.  The35
by-laws bylaws shall set forth the rights and duties of members and directors36
and may contain other provisions for the regulation and management of the37
affairs of the cooperative not inconsistent with this article or with its38
articles of incorporation. 39

Sec.|8.||Section 10-2068, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:40
10-2068.||Disposition of property41
A.||The board of directors of a cooperative may, without authorization42

by the members thereof, of the cooperative, may authorize the execution and43
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delivery of mortgages or deeds of trust pledging or encumbering any or all1
of the property, assets, rights, privileges, licenses, franchises and permits2
of the cooperative, whether acquired or to be acquired, and wherever3
situated, as well as the revenues therefrom, all upon such terms and4
conditions as the board of directors determines, to secure any indebtedness5
of the cooperative.  to the United States or any agency or instrumentality6
thereof, or to any person, association or corporation licensed, chartered or7
regulated by the United States, a state or any department or agency of8
either.  Any such mortgages or deeds of trust shall be exempt from the9
mortgage recording tax.10

B.||A cooperative may not otherwise sell, mortgage, lease or otherwise11
dispose of or encumber all or a substantial portion of its property unless12
the sale, mortgage, lease or other disposition or encumbrance is authorized13
by the affirmative vote of not less than a majority of all members of the14
cooperative, but notwithstanding any other provision of this article, or any15
other provision of law, the board of directors may, upon the authorization16
of a majority of those members of the cooperative present at the meeting of17
the members.  thereof, sell, lease or otherwise dispose of all or a18
substantial portion of its property to another cooperative doing business in19
this state pursuant to this article, or to the holders of any notes, bonds20
or other evidences of indebtedness issued to the United States or any agency21
or instrumentality thereof.22

Sec.|9.||Repeal23
Sections 10-2071 and 10-2072, Arizona Revised Statutes, are repealed.24
Sec.|10.||Section 10-2081, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to25

read:26
10-2081.||Exemption from antitrust statutes27
The provisions of title 44, chapter 10, article 1 shall do not apply28

to any conduct or activity of a cooperative organized pursuant to this29
article, which if the conduct or activity is approved by a|statute of this30
state or of the United States or by the corporation commission or an31
administrative agency of this state or of the United States having that has32
jurisdiction of the subject matter.  This section does not apply to the33
provision of competitive electric generation service and other services.34

Sec.|11.||Section 10-2121, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to35
read:36

10-2121.||Definitions37
In this article, unless the context otherwise requires:38
1.||"Electric utility" means any corporation, governmental agency,39

political subdivision or other entity or combination of such entities which40
produces, generates, purchases, sells, transmits or distributes electricity41
to another electric utility or to a user of electricity.42
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2.||"Generation and transmission cooperative" means a corporation1
organized under this article or which that becomes subject to this article2
as provided in this article.3

3.||"Person" means a natural person, firm, association, corporation,4
business trust or partnership or any agency or political subdivision of the5
United States or of this state or any other political body. 6

Sec.|12.||Section 10-2122, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to7
read:8

10-2122.||Purpose9
Nonprofit electric generation and transmission cooperative corporations10

may be organized under this article for the purpose of:11
1.||Producing and generating, purchasing, marketing or selling electric12

energy and or transmitting such energy to other electric utilities or13
persons.14

2.||Providing services relating to producing and generating,15
purchasing, marketing or selling electric energy or transmitting this energy16
to other electric utilities or persons or services relating to any other17
lawful purpose.18

Sec.|13.||Section 10-2127, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to19
read:20

10-2127.||Powers of a generation and transmission cooperative21
A.||A generation and transmission cooperative may:22
1.||Sue and be sued and complain and defend in its corporate name.23
2.||Have perpetual existence by its corporate name.24
3.||Adopt a corporate seal and alter the seal at its pleasure, and use25

the seal by causing it, or a facsimile of it, to be impressed or affixed or26
in any other manner reproduced, but failure to have or to affix a corporate27
seal does not affect the validity of any instrument or any action taken in28
pursuance of in reliance on the seal.29

4.||Own, operate, lease or control plants, property and facilities for30
the generation or transmission, sale or furnishing of electricity for light,31
heat or power or other uses, and generate, manufacture, purchase, acquire,32
accumulate and transmit electric energy, and sell, supply and dispose.33

5.||To compete more effectively with other entities in the electric34
energy market, engage in, individually or jointly in collaboration with other35
corporations that have loans made or guaranteed by the United States through36
the administrator of the rural utilities service or that are nonprofit37
members of the corporation, the acquisition, purchase, marketing, sale,38
supply and disposition of electric energy to or for its members,| and39
persons, entities, governmental agencies and political subdivisions and other40
electric utilities.41

5.||6.||Purchase, take, receive, subscribe for or otherwise acquire,42
own, hold, vote, exercise rights arising out of the ownership or possession,43
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use, employ, sell, assign, transfer, convey, mortgage, lend, pledge,1
hypothecate or otherwise use and deal in and with shares, rights, memberships2
or other interests in, or notes, bonds, debentures, mortgages, passbooks,3
certificates of deposit or other obligations of other domestic or foreign4
corporations, associations, partnerships, limited partnerships or5
individuals, or direct or indirect obligations or securities of individuals,6
associations, cooperatives, partnerships, corporations or of the United7
States or of any other government, state, territory, governmental district8
or municipality or of any instrumentality thereof.9

6.||7.||Construct, purchase, take, receive, lease as lessee or10
otherwise acquire, and own, hold, improve, use, equip, maintain and operate,11
and sell, assign, transfer, convey, exchange, lease as lessor, mortgage,12
pledge or otherwise dispose of or encumber electric transmission lines and13
systems, electric generating plants, lands, buildings, structures, dams,14
plants and equipment, and any and all kinds and classes of real or personal15
property, tangible or intangible, which that are deemed necessary, convenient16
or appropriate to accomplish the purpose for which the generation and17
transmission cooperative is organized or that it elects to undertake.18

7.||8.||Purchase or otherwise acquire, and own, hold, use and exercise19
and sell, assign, transfer, convey, mortgage, pledge, hypothecate or20
otherwise dispose of or encumber franchises, rights, privileges, licenses,21
rights-of-way and easements.22

8.||9.||Make contracts and guarantees and incur liabilities, borrow23
money and otherwise contract indebtedness, and issue its notes, bonds and24
other evidence of indebtedness, and secure the payment of any indebtedness25
by mortgage, pledge, deed of trust, assignment, security agreement or any26
other hypothecation or encumbrance on any or all of its real or personal27
property, assets, franchises, revenue or income.28

9.||10.||Construct, maintain and operate electric transmission lines29
along, on, under and across publicly owned lands and public thoroughfares,30
including all roads, highways, streets, alleys, bridges and causeways, and31
acquire for such purposes franchises, licenses, permits, easements,32
rights-of-way, and all similar rights and privileges relating to such33
purposes.34

10.||11.||Exercise the power of eminent domain in the manner and to the35
extent provided by the laws of this state for the exercise of such power by36
other corporations constructing or operating electric transmission lines or37
systems.38

11.||12.||Become a member of other cooperative organizations or39
corporations or own stock in such or otherwise financially participate and40
invest in those other organizations or corporations.41
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12.||13.||Conduct its business, carry on its operations, have offices1
and exercise the powers granted it by this article in any state, territory,2
district or possession of the United States or in any foreign country.3

13.||14.||Adopt, amend and repeal bylaws consistent with this article.4
14.||Indemnify any director or officer or former director or officer of5

the generation and transmission cooperative, or any person who has served at6
its request as a director or officer of another corporation in which it owns7
shares of capital stock or in which it holds a membership or of which it is8
a creditor, against expenses actually and reasonably incurred by him in which9
he is involved or made a party by reason of being or having been such10
director or officer, except in relation to matters as to which he is adjudged11
in such action, suit or proceeding to be liable for negligence or misconduct12
in the performance of duty to the generation and transmission cooperative or13
other corporation, and to make any other indemnification that may be14
authorized by the articles of incorporation or by any bylaw or any resolution15
adopted by the members after notice.16

15.||Cease its corporate activities and surrender its corporate17
franchise.18

16.||Do and perform other acts and things, and have and exercise other19
powers, which that may be necessary, convenient or appropriate to accomplish20
the purpose for which the generation and transmission cooperative is21
organized or to carry out its business and affairs.22

B.||Beginning on January 1, 1999 the indemnification of members,23
directors, officers, employees and agents of a cooperative shall be in24
accordance with chapter 31, article 5 of this title.25

Sec.|14.||Section 10-2128, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to26
read:27

10-2128.||Membership in a generation and transmission28
cooperative; voting; nonliability29

A.||Only electric utilities and other persons as the bylaws provide are30
eligible to be members of a generation and transmission cooperative.  All31
incorporators must shall be original members of a generation and transmission32
cooperative, and new members may be admitted by a majority vote of all voting33
delegates.  The bylaws may prescribe additional qualifications, and34
limitations and classifications and rights concerning membership.35

B.||The articles of incorporation or the bylaws of a generation and36
transmission cooperative may provide for classifications of members in a37
generation and transmission cooperative.  Those members who purchase all of38
their electrical requirements from the generation and transmission39
cooperative are designated as class A members.  Other members who purchase40
electricity are designated as class B members.  The bylaws may provide for41
other classifications of members.42
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C.||Each class A member is entitled to designate two representatives1
to serve as voting delegates for that member.  Class B members are entitled2
to designate one representative for every three class B members or fraction3
of members to serve as a voting delegate for those members.  The bylaws may4
provide for grouping of class B members for such appointment.  The number of5
delegates for which other classifications of members are entitled to6
designate shall be as stated in the bylaws.7

C.||The bylaws shall provide the number of voting delegates that each8
member may designate.  The bylaws may provide that each classification of9
members may designate a different number of voting delegates.10

D.||Members are entitled to vote as members only through their duly11
designated voting delegate.  A reference in this article to approval or votes12
by members refers to the members approving or voting through their voting13
delegates.14

E.||A member is not liable or responsible for any debts of the15
generation and transmission cooperative, and the property of the members is16
not subject to execution for such debts, unless the member otherwise agrees.17

Sec.|15.||Section 10-2130, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to18
read:19

10-2130.||Board of directors; term; compensation; quorum20
A.||A board of directors shall manage the business of a generation and21

transmission cooperative.  The directors named in the articles of22
incorporation, consolidation, merger or conversion hold office until the next23
annual meeting of the members and until their the directors’ successors are24
elected and qualify.  At each annual meeting or, in case of failure to hold25
the annual meeting as specified in the bylaws, at a special meeting called26
for that purpose, the members, through their voting delegates, shall elect27
directors to hold office until the next annual meeting of the members, except28
as otherwise provided in this article.  The bylaws may shall prescribe the29
number and terms of directors, but there shall not be less than two directors30
for every class A member which puts the names of at least two directoral31
candidates into nomination, or one director for every three class B members32
or fraction of members and the manner of electing the directors.  Each33
director shall hold office for the term for which he the director is elected34
and until his the director’s successor is elected and qualifies.35

B.||Instead of electing all the directors annually, the bylaws may36
provide that one-half of them, or a number as near to one-half as possible,37
are elected to serve until the next annual meeting of the members and that38
the remaining directors are elected to serve until the second annual meeting.39
Thereafter, as terms expire, the members, through their voting delegates,40
shall elect successors to serve until the second succeeding annual meeting41
after their election.42
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C.||Instead of electing the directors as provided in subsection A or1
B, the bylaws may also provide that one-third of the directors, or a number2
as near to one-third as possible, be elected at each annual meeting to serve3
for a term of three years.4

D.||B.||The bylaws shall prescribe the number of directors as provided5
in subsection A, their the directors’ qualifications other than those6
prescribed in this article, the manner of holding meetings of the board of7
directors and of electing successors to directors who resign or die or who8
are otherwise incapable of acting.  The bylaws may also provide for the9
removal of directors from office and for the election of their the directors’10
successors.11

E.||C.||Unless the bylaws provide otherwise, the directors shall not12
receive salaries for their services as directors and, except in emergencies,13
shall not be employed by the generation and transmission cooperative in any14
capacity involving compensation without the approval of the members.  The15
bylaws may, however, prescribe a fixed allow a payment of a fee and may16
provide that expenses of attendance are allowed to each director for17
attendance at each meeting of the board of directors.18

F.||D.||A majority of the board of directors constitutes a quorum.19
G.||E.||Any action which may be taken at a meeting may be taken without20

a meeting if a writing stating and approving the action taken is signed prior21
to the action being taken by the number of directors normally required to22
approve the action at a meeting.  This prior consent has the same force and23
effect as a vote at a meeting.24

H.||F.||The board of directors may exercise all the powers of a25
cooperative not conferred upon by on the members by this article, or its26
articles of incorporation or bylaws.27

G.||Any person who serves as a director or who serves on a board or28
council in an advisory capacity to the cooperative or board of directors of29
a cooperative is immune from civil liability and is not subject to a suit30
directly or by way of contribution for any act or omission that results in31
damage or injury if that person was acting in good faith and within the scope32
of that person’s official capacity and the damage or injury was not caused33
by the wilful or grossly negligent conduct of that person.  Nothing in this34
subsection limits or modifies in any manner the duties or liabilities of a35
director or person who serves in an advisory capacity to the cooperative or36
the cooperative’s members.  For the purposes of this subsection, "official37
capacity" means any decision, act or event undertaken by the cooperative in38
furtherance of the purposes for which that cooperative is organized or39
operating.40

Sec.|16.||Section 10-2131, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to41
read:42

10-2131.||Officers of a generation and transmission cooperative43
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The officers of a generation and transmission cooperative consist of1
a president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer, who are elected2
annually by and from the board of directors.  If stated in the bylaws, the3
officers of the cooperative do not need to be members of the board of4
directors.  Unless the bylaws provide otherwise, if a person holding any5
office ceases to be a director, he the person ceases to hold the office.  The6
offices of secretary and treasurer may be held by the same person.  The board7
of directors may also elect or appoint such other officers, agents or8
employees it deems necessary or advisable and shall prescribe their powers9
and duties.  An officer may be removed from office and his the officer’s10
successor may be elected in the manner prescribed in the bylaws.11

Sec.|17.||Section 10-2134, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to12
read:13

10-2134.||Disposition of property14
A.||The board of directors of a generation and transmission cooperative15

may, without authorization by the members, authorize the execution and16
delivery of mortgages or deeds of trust pledging or encumbering any or all17
of the property, assets, rights, privileges, licenses, franchises and permits18
of the generation and transmission cooperative, whether acquired or to be19
acquired, and wherever situated, as well as their revenues, all upon terms20
and conditions as the board of directors determines, to secure any21
indebtedness of the generation and transmission cooperative. to the United22
States or any agency or instrumentality of the United States, or to any23
person, association or corporation licensed, chartered or regulated by the24
United States, a state, the District of Columbia or any department or agency25
of the United States, a state or the District of Columbia.  Any such26
mortgages or deeds of trust are exempt from the mortgage recording tax.27

B.||A generation and transmission cooperative may not otherwise sell,28
mortgage lease or otherwise dispose of or encumber all or a substantial29
portion of its property unless the sale, mortgage, lease or other disposition30
or encumbrance is authorized by the affirmative vote of not less than a31
majority of all members of the generation and transmission cooperative,32
acting through their voting delegates, but notwithstanding any other33
provision of this article, or any other statute, the board of directors may,34
on the authorization of a majority of those members of the generation and35
transmission cooperative, acting through their voting delegates, present at36
a meeting of the members. , sell, lease or otherwise dispose of all or a37
substantial portion of its property to another cooperative doing business in38
this state pursuant to this article, or to the holders of any notes, bonds39
or other evidences of indebtedness issued to the United States or any agency40
or instrumentality of the United States.41

Sec.|18.||Repeal42
Section 10-2137, Arizona Revised Statutes, is repealed.43
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Sec.|19.||Section 10-2138, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to1
read:2

10-2138.||Prohibition of duplication of service3
A.||A generation and transmission cooperative organized pursuant to4

this article is expressly prohibited from constructing electric distribution5
lines and is expressly prohibited from supplying at retail, electric energy6
directly to any electric generation service in the certificated service7
territory of or to any corporation in the certificated service territory of8
or to any member of a member owned nonprofit cooperative corporation unless9
the cooperative has the consent of that corporation.  structure, home, well,10
building, consumer or any member of a member of the generation and11
transmission cooperative or other retail customer of another electric utility12
except as otherwise required by statute or regulation.  All electric energy13
supplied or sold by a generation and transmission cooperative shall be14
supplied or sold consistent with the provisions of section 10-2122.15

B.||Subject to the provisions and limitations of section 10-2127, this16
section shall not be interpreted, construed or applied as a prohibition17
against, or a limitation upon, the power of generation and transmission18
cooperatives to make acquisitions of electric facilities or to generate,19
purchase, sell, obtain, dispose of, transfer or otherwise enter into any20
transaction concerning electricity with an electric utility.21

Sec.|20.||Title 30, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended by adding22
chapter 6, to read:23

chapter 624
Electric power competition25

article 1.||General provisions26
30-801.||Definitions27
In this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:28
1.||"Ancillary services" means those services designated as ancillary29

services in federal energy regulatory commission order 888 adopted in 199630
including the services necessary to support the transmission of electricity31
from resources to loads while maintaining reliable operation of the32
transmission system in accordance with good utility practice.33

2.||"Appliance application" means central space heating, clothes34
drying, water heating and indoor cooking.35

3.||"Bundled service" means electric service provided as a package to36
the consumer including all generation, transmission, distribution, ancillary37
and other services necessary to deliver and measure useful electricity used38
by consumers.39

4.||"Buy-through" means a purchase of electricity by a public power40
entity at wholesale for a particular retail consumer or aggregate of41
consumers or at the direction of a particular retail consumer or aggregate42
of consumers.43
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5.||"Commission" means the Arizona corporation commission.1
6.||"Electric distribution facilities" means all property used in2

connection with the distribution of electricity from an electric generating3
plant to retail electric customers except electric transmission facilities.4

7.||"Electric distribution service" means the distribution of5
electricity to retail electric customers through the use of electric6
distribution facilities.7

8.||"Electric distribution utility" means a public service corporation8
or public power entity that operates, controls or maintains electric9
distribution facilities.10

9.||"Electric generation plant" means all property used in connection11
with the generation for sale of electricity to retail electric customers but12
excluding any services provided by electric transmission facilities or13
electric distribution facilities.14

10.||"Electric generation service" means the provision of electricity15
for sale to retail electric customers but does not include electric16
distribution or transmission service or generation that is necessary for the17
reliable operation of the electric distribution or transmission system.18

11.||"Electric transmission facilities" means all property so classified19
by the federal energy regulatory commission, or to the extent permitted by20
law, so classified by the Arizona corporation commission.21

12.||"Electric transmission service" means the transmission of22
electricity to retail electric customers or to electric distribution23
facilities and that is so classified by the federal energy regulatory24
commission or, to the extent permitted by law, so classified by the Arizona25
corporation commission.26

13.||"Electricity" means electric energy, electric capacity or electric27
capacity and energy.28

14.||"Electricity supplier" means a person, whether acting in a29
principal, agent or other capacity, that offers to sell electricity to a30
retail electric customer in this state.31

15.||"Other services" means metering, meter reading, billing and32
collecting services.33

16.||"Public power entity":34
(a)||Means any municipal corporation, city, town or other political35

subdivision that is organized under state law, that generates, transmits,36
distributes or otherwise provides electricity and that is not a public37
service corporation.38

(b)||Does not include:39
(i)||A city or town with a population of less than seventy-five40

thousand persons according to the most recent United States decennial census41
that does not elect by official action to sell electric generation service42
in the service territory of another electricity supplier.43
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(ii)||A power district, electrical district, irrigation and water1
conservation district or multi-county water conservation district established2
pursuant to title 48, chapter 11, 12, 19 or 22.3

(iii)||The Arizona power authority.4
(iv)||A city or town with a population of seventy-five thousand persons5

or greater according to the most recent United States decennial census that6
elects by official action not to sell electric generation service in the7
service territory of another electricity supplier.8

17.||"Retail electric customer" means a person that purchases9
electricity for that person’s own use, including use in that person’s trade10
or business, and not for resale, redistribution or retransmission.11

18.||"Service territory" means the geographic area in which a public12
power entity or public service corporation owns, operates, controls or13
maintains either electric distribution facilities or natural gas distribution14
facilities and that additional area in which the public power entity or15
public service corporation has agreed to extend electric distribution16
facilities or natural gas distribution facilities, whether established by a17
certificate of convenience and necessity, by official action by a public18
power entity or by contract or agreement.19

30-802.||Electric competition; terms and conditions;20
determination; public notice21

A.||Public power entities shall determine terms and conditions for22
competition in the retail sale of electric generation service consistent with23
the provisions of this chapter.  Public power entities and the commission24
shall coordinate their efforts in the transition to competition in electric25
generation service to promote consistent statewide application of their26
respective rules, procedures and orders.27

B.||When determining terms and conditions for customer selection,28
complaint resolution, consumer protection, stranded costs, distribution29
service rates and charges, system benefit charges, and other related matters30
as determined in the reasonable discretion of the governing body of the31
public power entity, the governing body of the public power entity shall at32
a minimum:33

1.||Provide public notice of proposed terms and conditions stating34
that:35

(a)||The public power entity is adopting terms and conditions for36
competition in the retail sale of electric generation service.37

(b)||The information in paragraph 2 of this subsection shall be38
available for inspection.39

(c)||The governing body of the public power entity shall hold a special40
meeting as required by paragraph 3 of this section and shall include a41
statement providing the date, time and place of the meeting.42
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2.||Provide that for a period beginning with the public notice and1
until ten days after the close of the meeting prescribed in paragraph 3 of2
this section, the public power entity shall make available to interested3
parties at its main office pertinent information, including:4

(a)||Management’s recommendations for proposed terms and conditions.5
(b)||Relevant financial and other information on which the management6

proposal is based.  The public power entity shall timely supplement the7
information that is reasonably requested by any interested person and shall8
answer reasonable questions posed by any interested person.9

(c)||Current terms and conditions, if any.10
(d)||Reports of consultants, if any.11
3.||Provide that interested persons may file written comments with the12

public power entity at any time during the period prescribed in paragraph 213
of this subsection.  A meeting of the governing body of the public power14
entity shall be held no earlier than thirty days and no later than ninety15
days after the public notice referred to in paragraph 2 of this subsection.16
At the meeting, the governing body of the public power entity shall:17

(a)||Afford representatives of management of the public power entity18
an opportunity to explain the proposed terms and conditions and the criteria19
for the terms and conditions and answer questions.20

(b)||Afford any consultants retained by the public power entities an21
opportunity to comment on the proposed terms and conditions.22

(c)||Afford interested persons a reasonable opportunity to submit23
written comments and questions or make oral presentations of views, comments24
and questions.25

4.||Following review of the information and comments gathered in the26
course of the procedures described in paragraph 3 of this subsection the27
governing body of the public power entity shall make its decision on the28
proposed terms and conditions.29

C.||All final decisions of the governing body of the public power30
entity regarding terms and conditions for customer selection, complaint31
resolution, consumer protection, stranded costs, transmission and32
distribution service rates and charges, system benefit charges and other33
related matters as determined in the reasonable discretion of the governing34
body of the public power entity shall:35

1.||Be in writing.36
2.||State the factual and legal basis for the decision.37
3.||State the effective date of the decision, if any.38
30-803.||Competition in retail supply of electricity; open39

markets40
A.||Public power entities may participate in retail electric41

competition statewide and shall open the service territory currently served42
by them to competition in the sale of electric generation service not later43
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than December 31, 1998 for at least twenty per cent of the 1995 retail load1
at least fifteen per cent of which shall be reserved for customers in the2
residential customer class and shall open their entire service territory to3
competition not later than December 31, 2000 to electricity suppliers4
certificated by the commission pursuant to section 40-207 and to providers5
of other services. 6

B.||Public power entities shall maintain their existing service7
territories for electric distribution service.  Public power entities shall8
not provide electric distribution services in the service territories of9
other electric distribution utilities in this state.10

C.||Electric distribution utilities shall continue to provide other11
services for the service territories they serve as follows:12

1.||Beginning on December 31, 1998 through December 31, 2000, billing13
and collection services shall be provided on a competitive basis for those14
retail electric customers with loads of one megawatt and above that have15
competitive electric generation service.  After December 31, 2000 billing and16
collection services for competitive electric generation services shall be17
provided on a competitive basis for all retail electric customers that have18
competitive electric generation service.19

2.||Beginning on December 31, 1998 through December 31, 2000, metering20
shall be provided on a competitive basis for those retail electric customers21
with loads of one megawatt and above that have competitive electric22
generation service.  After  December 31, 2000 metering shall be provided on23
a competitive basis for all retail electric customers that have competitive24
electric generation service.  All meters shall meet or exceed existing25
standards for safety, reliability and accuracy.26

3.||Beginning on December 31, 1998 through December 31, 2000, meter27
reading shall be provided on a competitive basis for those retail electric28
customers with loads of one megawatt and above that have competitive electric29
generation service.  After December 31, 2000 meter reading shall be provided30
on a competitive basis for all retail electric customers that have31
competitive electric generation service.32

D.||Public power entities shall provide for buy-through service to any33
electric consumer on request at no additional charge other than charges for34
required transmission, distribution or ancillary services from and after35
January 1, 2001.36

E.||Public power entities shall allow the aggregation of loads by37
multiple customers.38

F.||The governing body of a public power entity shall adopt a code of39
conduct to prevent anticompetitive activities that may result from the public40
power entity providing both competitive and noncompetitive services to retail41
electric customers.  The code of conduct shall address at least the following42
issues:43
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1.||Policies for allocating costs between noncompetitive and1
competitive activities to avoid cross-subsidization.2

2.||Policies to prevent employees providing noncompetitive services3
from directing retail electric customers to the public power entity’s4
competitive services.5

3.||Policies to prevent employees from transferring proprietary6
information gained in the performance of noncompetitive services to employees7
engaged in performing competitive services without the consent of the retail8
electric customer.9

4.||Policies to provide retail electric customers with complete and10
accurate disclosure of which services are competitive and which services are11
noncompetitive.12

5.||Policies to prohibit preferential treatment when providing13
noncompetitive services based on a  retail electric customer’s provider of14
competitive services.15

G.||The governing body of a public power entity shall have an annual16
independent audit performed to ensure compliance with the process and17
procedures established in the code of conduct pursuant to subsection F of18
this section.  The results of the audit shall be made available to the19
public.20

H.||The governing body of a public power entity shall provide a21
dispute resolution process including nonbinding third party arbitrators or22
mediators for customers and interested parties filing a complaint regarding23
activities that are governed by the policies established pursuant to24
subsection F of this section.  Knowingly and intentionally violating the25
provisions of this section shall result in the same civil penalties that26
apply to public service corporations for similar violations.27

I.||The provisions of subsection B of this section and the advisability28
of the exclusions in section 30-801, paragraph 16, subdivision (b), item (iv)29
are subject to legislative review in 2008.  The review shall include30
recommendations on whether public power entities should retain their then31
existing distribution service territories.32

30-804.||Distribution service areas; alteration33
This chapter does not alter the existing system of determining electric34

distribution service territories through certificates of convenience and35
necessity, official actions of public power entities or contracts or36
agreements among electric distribution utilities or the manner of setting and37
regulating electric distribution service prices.38

30-805.||Distribution prices; conditions39
A.||Public power entities shall:40
1.||Establish unbundled ancillary electric transmission and41

distribution and other service prices and terms and conditions that are42
nondiscriminatory and that reflect the just and reasonable price for43
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providing the service.  Except as provided in paragraph 3, public power1
entities shall not consider the profits or losses associated with electric2
generation service in establishing electric distribution service prices.3

2.||Adopt reasonable terms and conditions governing the electric4
distribution utility’s obligation to provide electric distribution and other5
services.6

3.||Establish a temporary surcharge on electric distribution service7
prices to pay for all or a portion of the unmitigated stranded costs of8
electric generation service, if any, that were incurred as a direct result9
of competition among electricity suppliers, that were incurred by public10
power entities to serve their customers in this state before December 26,11
1996 and that may not be recoverable in a competitive  electric generation12
service market.  Unmitigated stranded costs may include employee severance13
costs necessitated by electric competition including unemployment14
compensation, training and severance benefits.  A public power entity’s15
stranded cost recovery shall be determined based on the consideration of at16
least the following  factors:17

(a)||The impact of stranded cost recovery on the effectiveness of18
competition.19

(b)||The impact of stranded cost recovery on customers of a public20
power entity who do not participate in the competitive market.21

(c)||The impact, if any, on the public power entity’s ability to meet22
debt obligations.23

(d)||The impact of stranded cost recovery on prices paid by consumers24
who participate in the competitive market.25

(e)||The degree to which the public power entity has mitigated or26
offset stranded costs and the costs associated with mitigating stranded27
costs.28

(f)||The degree to which some assets have values in excess of their29
book values.30

(g)||Appropriate treatment of negative stranded costs.31
(h)||The time period during which these stranded cost charges may be32

recovered.  The governing body of the public power entity shall limit the33
application of these charges to a specified time period.34

(i)||The ease of determining the amount of stranded costs.35
(j)||The applicability of stranded costs to interruptible customers.36
(k)||The amount of electricity generated by renewable generating37

resources owned by the public power entity.38
(l)||Allowances that have been provided for the recovery of stranded39

costs to other electricity suppliers in this state including whether one40
hundred per cent of regulatory assets are recovered through the stranded cost41
surcharge.42
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B.||The imposition of a temporary surcharge on electric distribution1
service prices pursuant to subsection A, paragraph 3 shall not cause the2
rates for standard offer service to exceed the rates that were in effect on3
December 30, 1998. The surcharge shall not continue past December 31, 2004.4

C.||Unmitigated stranded costs shall be allocated among customer5
classes in a manner consistent with the specific public power entity’s6
current rate treatment of the stranded asset, in order to effect a recovery7
of unmitigated stranded costs that is in substantially the same proportion8
as the recovery of similar costs from customers or customer classes under9
current rates.10

D.||Any reduction in electricity purchases from a public power entity11
resulting from self-generation, demand side management or other demand12
reduction attributable to any cause other than the retail access provisions13
of this chapter shall not be used to calculate or recover any stranded cost14
from a customer.15

E.||Public power entities shall allow any provider of electric16
generation service access to the electric power transmission and distribution17
facilities of public power entities under rates and terms and conditions of18
service that are nondiscriminatory, cost based, just and reasonable and19
comparable to the rates charged for the public power entity’s own use of the20
same facilities.21

F.||The public power entity shall participate in and support an22
independent system operator, an independent system administrator or other23
efforts to coordinate scheduling of generation or transmission within the24
state or region. 25

G.||the public power entity shall reduce the price for bundled service26
for electric retail customers who are unable to choose competitive electric27
generation by at least ten per cent over a maximum of a ten year period.  The28
ten year period shall begin on any date between January 1, 1991 and the29
effective date of this chapter.  Each Public power entity shall report its30
beginning effective date for the ten year period and the proposed31
apportionment among its customer classes to the joint legislative budget32
committee by December 31, 1998.33

30-806.||Consumer protection; rules; confidentiality; unlawful34
practice35

A.||Public power entities shall adopt rules and procedures to protect36
the public against deceptive, unfair and abusive business practices.  Public37
power entities and the commission shall coordinate their respective rules and38
procedures to promote consistent implementation statewide.  The rules and39
procedures adopted by public power entities shall address at least:40

1.||Deceptive, unfair and abusive business practices including deposit41
requirements and reconnection fees.42

2.||Intrusive and abusive marketing practices.43
3.||Deceptive or untrue advertising practices.44
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4.||Providing an ombudsman office to investigate complaints regarding1
the subsidization of competitive services by any price or charge for2
noncompetitive electric service.3

5.||Practices prohibited under section 30-809, subsection C.4
6.||If a public power entity forms an affiliate for the purposes of5

providing services that require a licensed contractor or has employees6
perform these services, including electrical, heating, ventilation, air7
conditioning, plumbing or construction services, the public power entity8
shall not advertise these services in their billing statement or in other9
mailings done by the electric distribution utility.10

B.||The rules also shall require a separate authorization pursuant to11
subsection C of this section to change electricity supplier and plain12
language in advertising and billing using uniform words and phrases that have13
the same meanings so that customers can make accurate comparisons. 14

C.||A separate written and dated authorization from the retail electric15
customer is required for a change in a retail electricity supplier subject16
to the following:17

1.||The authorization shall not contain any inducements.18
2.||The authorization shall be in legible print with clear and plain19

language confirming the rates, terms, conditions and nature of the service20
to be provided.21

3.||The authorization shall not state or suggest that the customer take22
action to retain the customer’s current electricity supplier.23

4.||An electricity supplier that submits or executes a change in a24
retail electricity customer’s electricity supplier in violation of this25
subsection shall refund to the retail electricity customer the entire amount26
of the customer’s electricity charges attributable to electric generation27
service from the electricity supplier for three months, or the period of the28
unauthorized service, whichever is less.29

5.||The authorization shall be in the same language as any promotional30
or inducement materials provided to the retail electric customer.31

6.||No box or container may be used to collect entries for sweepstakes32
or a contest that, at the same time, is used to collect authorization by a33
retail electric customer to change their electricity supplier or to subscribe34
to other services.35

D.||Notwithstanding any other law, customer information, account36
information and related proprietary information are confidential unless37
specifically waived by the customer in writing.  Public power entities and38
electricity suppliers and providers of other services shall adopt reasonable39
rules and procedures to ensure confidentiality.40

E.||If a public power entity employs the services of a contractor for41
interior household energy service, either directly or through any affiliate,42
the contractor and any subcontractors shall be licensed by the registrar of43
contractors and shall comply with all municipal permit and inspection44
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standards and applicable life safety codes.  For the purposes of this1
subsection, "contractor" has the same meaning as in section 32-1101.2

F.||A public power entity that has a service territory in this state3
through certificates of convenience and necessity, resolutions of public4
power entities or contracts or agreements among utilities shall act as the5
supplier of last resort for electric generation service for every retail6
electric customer within its service territory whose annual usage is one7
hundred thousand kilowatt hours or less if other electricity suppliers are8
unwilling or are unable to supply electric generation service and whose9
electric generation service has been discontinued through no fault of the10
retail electric customer.  Public power entities that provide electric11
distribution services are entitled to recover just and reasonable costs for12
supplying electric generation service under this subsection through a13
distribution charge on retail customers whose annual usage is one hundred14
thousand kilowatt hours or less.  Public power entities and the commission15
shall coordinate their respective rules and procedures to provide statewide16
uniformity.17

G.||The provisions of subsection F of this section are subject to18
legislative review by the auditor general in 2008.  The review shall include19
recommendations on whether electric distribution utilities shall remain the20
provider of last resort or if other electricity suppliers should bid to be21
the provider of last resort.22

H.||Failure of a public power entity to comply with the rules adopted23
pursuant to subsections A and B of this section or the procedures listed in24
subsection C of this section is an unlawful practice pursuant to section25
44-1522.  The attorney general may investigate and take appropriate action26
as prescribed by title 44, chapter 10, article 7.27

30-807.||Consumer outreach and education28
A.||Public power entities shall be responsible for ensuring and29

overseeing a comprehensive public education program regarding electric30
generation service competition.  Public power entities and the commission31
shall coordinate their respective rules and procedures for public education32
programs to promote consistent implementation statewide.  The program shall33
be designed to do the following:34

1.||Educate retail electric customers about the changes in the electric35
industry.36

2.||Provide retail electric customers with accurate and unbiased37
information so that retail electric customers may make informed choices when38
participating in the competitive electric generation service market.39

3.||Encourage public participation in the decision making process40
relating to establishing a competitive electric industry.41

B.||Public power entities shall work with interested parties including42
community based consumer advocate organizations to develop and implement an43
outreach and education plan.  This plan shall include:44
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1.||The dissemination of information by means of interactive1
approaches, as well as brochures or other written materials and a variety of2
mass media outlets.3

2.||An explanation in clear and plain language of the basic concepts4
of competitive electric generation service including the following issues:5

(a)||The effects of competitive electric generation service on retail6
electric customers and consumer programs.7

(b)||The basic responsibilities and risks retail electric customers8
assume with competitive electric generation service.9

(c)||The basic criteria for selecting a retail electricity supplier or10
provider of other services.11

(d)||Where the retail electric customer can find information on12
consumer protection, customer complaints and dispute resolution programs.13

(e)||The resources available for additional information including14
listing a toll free telephone number.15

3.||Publicized public forums conducted in several geographical areas16
of this state to obtain public input and provide opportunities for exchange17
of questions and answers.18

4.||Targeted efforts to reach rural, low income, elderly, nonEnglish19
speaking, disabled, minorities and at risk populations.20

30-808.||Electric retail competition information;21
confidentiality22

Notwithstanding any other law, records and proceedings relating to23
competitive activity, including trade secrets or privileged or confidential24
commercial or financial information, if disclosure of the information could25
give a material advantage to competitors, are not open to public inspection26
and shall not be made public except by order of the public power entity’s27
governing body, the electricity supplier or the provider of other services.28
The information protected as confidential under this section is any29
information that is similar to the information that would be confidential30
under section 40-204 if reported by a public service corporation to the31
commission.  The public power entity shall make available to any requesting32
party all information necessary to demonstrate compliance with section33
30-806.  Determinations made by public power entities under this section may34
be challenged pursuant to the procedures prescribed in section 39-121.02.35

30-809.||Consumer choice36
A.||Except as provided in subsection B of this section, during the37

initial construction of a residential structure, electric and natural gas38
facilities at a minimum shall be installed in and to the structure in a39
manner that provides the retail energy consumer ultimately residing in the40
structure and all subsequent retail energy consumers residing in the41
structure with the capability to choose between electricity and natural gas42
as an energy source for each appliance application.43
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B.||A residential structure may be constructed without the installation1
of any particular facilities if:2

1.||The structure is not located within the service territory of a3
public power entity that furnishes the associated energy service.4

2.||Unless mandated otherwise by law or governmental regulation, the5
public power entity that furnishes the associated energy notifies the6
contractor or owner that the extension of facilities to the structure is not7
economically feasible.8

3.||The public power entity that furnishes a particular energy service9
and the owner or contractor agree that the extension of facilities to the10
structure would not be economically feasible or would otherwise be11
inappropriate.12

C.||Unless mandated by law or a generally accepted industry code, a13
person or entity, including municipal corporations and political14
subdivisions, shall not engage in any practice that interferes with the15
opportunity to have electric and natural gas facilities at a minimum16
installed in and to an existing residential structure in a manner that17
provides the retail energy consumer ultimately residing in the structure and18
all subsequent retail energy consumers residing in the structure with the19
capability to choose between electricity and natural gas as an energy source20
for each appliance application.  This subsection does not apply to reasonable21
sales and marketing activities.22

D.||If a trench is provided by a contractor or a property owner for the23
purpose of having utility facilities installed to a residential structure,24
electric and natural gas facilities at a minimum shall be permitted to occupy25
the trench if the installation of the facilities is completed in compliance26
with generally accepted industry safety codes applicable to the installation.27
Except for underground conversion service areas prescribed by sections 40-34128
through 40-355 and improvement districts for underground utility facilities29
prescribed by section 48-620, if the contractor or property owner conditions30
occupancy in a trench on a reimbursement of costs associated with providing31
the trench, the contractor or property owner may require an occupant to pay32
a pro rata share of the costs associated with providing the trench.33

E.||Before initiating a complaint with a public power entity or the34
commission, the parties to a dispute arising under subsections a through d35
of this section shall meet and in good faith attempt to resolve the dispute36
through an informal dispute resolution process.37

30-810.||Application for rehearing; effect; decision38
A.||After any final order or decision is made by the governing body of39

the public power entity regarding terms and conditions for customer40
selection, complaint resolution, consumer protection, stranded costs,41
transmission and distribution service rates and charges, system benefit42
charges and other related matters as determined in the reasonable discretion43
of the governing body of the public power entity, or regarding compliance44
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with an intergovernmental agreement made under the provisions of this1
chapter, any party to the action or proceeding or the attorney general on2
behalf of the state may apply for a rehearing of any matter determined in the3
action or proceeding and specified in the application for rehearing within4
twenty days of entry of the order or decision.  Unless otherwise ordered, the5
filing of the application does not stay the decision of the governing body6
of the public power entity.  If the governing body of the public power entity7
does not grant the application within twenty days, it is deemed denied.  If8
the governing body of the public power entity grants the application, the9
governing body of the public power entity shall promptly hear the matter and10
make a determination within twenty days after final submission.11

B.||No claim arising from any order or decision of the governing body12
of the public  power entity regarding terms and conditions for customer13
selection, complaint resolution, consumer protection, stranded costs,14
transmission and distribution service rates and charges, system benefit15
charges and other related matters as determined in the reasonable discretion16
of the governing body of the public power entity or regarding compliance with17
an intergovernmental agreement made under the provision of this chapter shall18
accrue in any court to any party or the state unless the party or the state19
makes, before the effective date of the order or decision, application to the20
governing body of the public power entity for a rehearing.21

C.||The application shall set forth specifically the grounds on which22
it is based and a person or the state shall not in any court urge or rely on23
any ground not set forth in the application.24

D.||An application for rehearing does not excuse any person from25
complying with and obeying any order or decision or any requirements of any26
order or decision of the governing body of the public power entity, or27
operate in any manner to stay or postpone the enforcement of a decision,28
except in cases and on terms as the governing body of the public power entity29
by order directs.30

E.||If, after a rehearing and a consideration of all the facts,31
including those arising since the making of the order or decision, the32
governing body of the public power entity finds that the original order or33
decision or any part of the original order or decision is in any respect34
unjust or unwarranted or should be changed the governing body of the public35
power entity may abrogate, change or modify the order or decision, and the36
order or decision has the same force and effect as an original order or37
decision, but does not affect any right or the enforcement of any right38
arising from or by virtue of the original order or decision, unless decided39
by the governing body of the public power entity.40

30-811.||Action to set aside or modify certain orders or41
decisions of public power entities; filing;42
limitation; superior court43
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A.||Any party in interest, or the attorney general on behalf of the1
state, who is dissatisfied with an order or decision of the governing body2
of the public power entity regarding terms and conditions for customer3
selection, complaint resolution, consumer protection, stranded costs,4
transmission service rates and charges, distribution service rates and5
charges, system benefit charges and other related matters as determined in6
the reasonable discretion of the governing body of the public power entity7
or regarding compliance with an intergovernmental agreement made under the8
provisions of this chapter, may, within thirty days after a rehearing is9
denied or granted, commence an action in superior court in the county in10
which the governing body of the public power entity has its office, against11
the governing body of the public power entity as defendant, to vacate, set12
aside, affirm in part, reverse in part or remand with instructions to the13
governing body of the public power entity the order or decision on the ground14
that the valuation, rate, joint rate, toll, fare, charge or finding, rule,15
classification or schedule, practice, demand, requirement, act or service16
provided in the order or decision is unlawful or that any rule, practice, act17
or service provided in the order or decision is unlawful, or that any rule,18
practice, act or service provided in the order or decision is unreasonable.19
The answer of the governing body of the public power entity shall be served20
and filed within twenty days after service of the complaint, the action shall21
be at issue and ready for trial on ten days’ notice to either party.  The22
action shall be tried and determined as other civil actions except as23
provided in this section.24

B.||If the governing body of the public power entity rescinds the order25
or decision complained of, the action shall be dismissed and if the governing26
body of the public power entity alters, modifies or amends the order or27
decision, the altered, modified or amended order replaces the original order28
complained of and judgment shall be given on the order as though made by the29
governing body of the public power entity in the first instance.30

C.||Except as otherwise prescribed by this section, the trial shall31
conform as nearly as possible to other trials in civil actions.  Judgment32
shall be given affirming, modifying or setting aside the original or amended33
order.34

D.||Either party to the action, or the attorney general on behalf of35
the state, within thirty days after the judgment of the superior court is36
given may appeal to the court of appeals.37

E.||In all trials, actions and proceedings the burden of proof is on38
the party adverse to the governing body of the public power entity or seeking39
to vacate or set aside any decision or order of the governing body of the40
public power entity to show that it is unlawful, that it is not supported by41
substantial evidence or that the governing body of the public power entity42
abused its discretion.43
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F.||Except as provided by this section no court of this state shall1
have jurisdiction to enjoin, restrain, suspend, delay or review any order or2
decision of the governing body of the public power entity or to enjoin,3
restrain or interfere with the governing body of the public power entity in4
the performance of its official duties and the rules, orders or decrees fixed5
by the governing body of the public power entity remain in force pending the6
decision of the courts.  A writ of mandamus may be issued from the supreme7
court to the governing body of the public power entity in cases authorized8
by law.9

30-812.||Action to set aside or modify certain governing body of10
public power entity orders or decisions; limitation;11
court of appeals12

A.||The attorney general on behalf of the state or any party to a13
proceeding before the governing body of the public power entity that is14
dissatisfied with any order or decision of the governing body of the public15
power entity involving Public power entities and relating to rate making or16
rate design pursuant to section 30-802 may file, within thirty days after a17
rehearing is denied or granted, a notice of appeal in the court of appeals18
to vacate, set aside, affirm in part, reverse in part or remand with19
instructions to the governing body of the public power entity the order or20
decision if the court of appeals determines that it is unlawful, that it is21
not supported by substantial evidence or that the governing body abused its22
discretion.23

B.||If the governing body of the public power entity Rescinds the order24
complained of, the action shall be Dismissed, and if the governing body of25
the public power entity alters, modifies or amends the order, the altered,26
modified or amended order shall replace the original order complained of, and27
judgment shall be given on the order as  made by the governing body of the28
public power entity in the first instance.29

C.||The appellate procedure shall be pursuant to rules adopted by the30
supreme court.  The rules shall conform, as nearly as possible, to the manner31
in which other appeals are undertaken including indicating the content of the32
record on review, the briefs to be filed and the time and manner for filing33
the briefs, record and other documents.34

D.||Any party to the action, or the attorney general on behalf of the35
state, may appeal to the supreme court as provided by law.36

E.||In all appeals taken pursuant to this section, the party adverse37
to the governing body of the public power entity or the party seeking to38
vacate or set aside an order of the governing body of the public power entity39
must show that the order or decision is unlawful, that it is not supported40
by substantial evidence or that the governing body abused its discretion.41

F.||Except as provided by this section, a court of this state does not42
have jurisdiction to enjoin, restrain, suspend, delay or review any order or43
decision of the governing body of the public power entity involving any44
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public power entity and relating to rate making or rate design or to enjoin,1
restrain or interfere with the governing body of the public power entity in2
the performance of its official duties and the rules, orders or decrees fixed3
by the governing body of the public power entity remain in force pending the4
decision of the courts, but a writ of mandamus shall lie from the supreme5
court to the governing body of the public power entity in cases authorized6
by law.7

30-813.||Application of antitrust statutes8
Notwithstanding any other law, the provisions of title 44, chapter 10,9

article 1, apply to the provisions of competitive electric generation service10
or other services by public power entities.11

Sec.|21.||Title 40, chapter 1, article 1, Arizona Revised Statutes, is12
amended by adding section 40-113, to read:13

40-113.||Consumer outreach and education14
A.||In order to transition to competition for electric generation15

service, the commission’s authority is confirmed to develop and oversee a16
comprehensive public education program regarding electric generation service17
competition.  The program may do the following:18

1.||Educate retail electric customers about the changes in the electric19
industry.20

2.||Provide retail electric customers with accurate and unbiased21
information so that retail electric customers may make informed choices when22
participating in the competitive electric generation service market.23

3.||Encourage public participation in the decision making process24
relating to establishing a competitive electric industry.25

B.||The commission may work with interested parties, including26
community based consumer advocate organizations, to develop and implement an27
outreach and education plan.  This plan may include:28

1.||The dissemination of information by interactive approaches,29
brochures or other written materials and mass media outlets.30

2.||An explanation in clear and plain language of the basic concepts31
of competitive electric generation service including the following issues:32

(a)||The effects of competitive electric generation service on retail33
electric customers and consumer programs.34

(b)||The basic responsibilities and risks retail electric customers35
assume with competitive electric generation service.36

(c)||The basic criteria for selecting a retail electricity supplier or37
provider of other services.38

(d)||Where the retail electric customer can find information on39
consumer protection, customer complaints and dispute resolution programs.40

(e)||The resources available for additional information including a41
toll free telephone number.42
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3.||Publicized public forums conducted in several geographical areas1
of this state to obtain public input and provide opportunities for exchange2
of questions and answers.3

4.||Targeted efforts to reach rural, low income, elderly, nonEnglish4
speaking, disabled, minorities and at-risk populations.5

Sec.|22.||Section 40-201, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:6
40-201.||Definitions7
In this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:8
1.||"Ancillary services" means those services designated as ancillary9

services in federal energy regulatory commission order 888 adopted in 199610
including the services necessary to support the transmission of electricity11
from resources to loads while maintaining reliable operation of the12
transmission system in accordance with good utility practice.13

2.||"Appliance application" means central space heating, clothes14
drying, water heating and indoor cooking.15

3.||"Bundled service" means electric service provided as a package to16
the consumer including all generation, transmission, distribution, ancillary17
and other services necessary to deliver and measure useful electricity used18
by consumers.19

1.||4.||"Commission" means the Arizona corporation commission.20
2.||5.||"Common carrier" means a railroad or street railroad.21
3.||"Electric plant" includes all property used in connection with the22

production, transmission or delivery of electricity for light, heat or power23
for sale.24

6.||"Electric distribution facilities" means all property used in25
connection with the distribution of electricity from an electric generating26
plant to retail electric customers except electric transmission facilities.27

7.||"Electric distribution service" means the distribution of28
electricity to retail electric customers through the use of electric29
distribution facilities.30

8.||"Electric distribution utility" means a public service corporation31
or public power entity that operates, controls or maintains electric32
distribution facilities.33

9.||"Electric generation plant" means all property used in connection34
with the generation for sale of electricity to retail electric customers but35
excluding any services provided by electric transmission facilities or36
electric distribution facilities.37

10.||"Electric generation service" means the provision of electricity38
for sale to retail electric customers but does not include electric39
distribution or transmission services and generation that is necessary for40
the reliable operation of the electric distribution or transmission system.41
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11.||"Electric transmission facilities" means all property so classified1
by the federal energy regulatory commission or, to the extent permitted by2
law, so classified by the Arizona corporation commission.3

12.||"Electric transmission service" means the transmission of4
electricity to retail electric customers or to electric distribution5
facilities and that is so classified by the federal energy regulatory6
commission or, to the extent permitted by law, so classified by the Arizona7
corporation commission.8

13.||"electricity" means electric energy, electric capacity or electric9
capacity and energy.10

14.||"Electricity supplier" means a person, whether acting in a11
principal, agent or other capacity, that is a public service corporation that12
offers to sell electricity to a retail electric customer in this state.13

15.||"Foreign nonprofit, member owned cooperative corporation" means a14
cooperative incorporated in another state if that state has not ordered15
electric competition for cooperative corporations.16

4.||16.||"Gas plant" includes all property used in connection with the17
production, transmission or delivery of gas for light, heat or power for18
sale.19

17.||"Other services" means metering, meter reading, billing and20
collecting services.21

5.||18.||"Pipeline" includes all property used in transmission for22
compensation of air, steam or fluid substances, except water, through23
pipelines.24

6.||19.||"Railroad" includes every railway, other than a street25
railroad, operated for public transportation of persons or property.26

20.||"Retail electric customer" means a person who purchases electricity27
for that person’s own use, including use in that person’s trade or business,28
and not for resale, redistribution or retransmission.29

21.||"Service territory" means the geographic area in which a public30
power entity or public service corporation owns, operates, controls or31
maintains electric distribution facilities or natural gas distribution32
facilities and that additional area in which the public power entity or33
public service corporation has agreed to extend electric distribution34
facilities or natural gas distribution facilities, whether established by a35
certificate of convenience and necessity, by official action by a public36
power entity or by contract or agreement.37

7.||22.||"Sewer corporation" includes every person owning, controlling,38
operating or managing any sewage system for profit.39

8.||23.||"Sewerage system" includes all property used in connection40
with the collection, treatment, purification and disposal transmission,41
storage or treatment of sewage.42
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9.||24.||"Street railroad" includes every railway operated along any1
street or public way for public transportation of persons or property, but2
does not include a commercial or interurban railway.3

10.||25.||"Telecommunications corporation" means a public service4
corporation other than municipal engaged in transmitting messages or5
furnishing public telegraph or telephone service or operating as a6
telecommunications common carrier.7

11.||26.||"Telegraph line" includes all property used in connection with8
communication by telegraph for compensation with or without the use of9
transmission wires.10

12.||27.||"Telephone line" includes all property used in connection with11
communication by telephone, for compensation, with or without the use of12
transmission wires.13

13.||28.||"Transportation of persons" includes every service in14
connection with the carriage and delivery of a person and his the person’s15
baggage.16

14.||29.||"Transportation of property" includes every service in17
connection with the transportation and handling of property.18

15.||30.||"Water system" includes all property used in connection with19
the diversion, development, storage, distribution and sale of water for20
beneficial uses for compensation. 21
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Sec.|23.||Section 40-202, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:1
40-202.||Supervising and regulating public service corporations;2

telecommunications promotion; competitive electricity3
market; rules; duty to comply; exemptions for4
electric generation; unlawful practice5

A.||The commission may supervise and regulate every public service6
corporation in the state and do all things, whether specifically designated7
in this title or in addition thereto, necessary and convenient in the8
exercise of such power and jurisdiction.  In supervising and regulating9
long-distance telecommunications corporations, the commission shall encourage10
competition and growth in the telecommunications industry and promote11
economic development and investment in new telecommunications technologies,12
infrastructure and services.  In furtherance of this policy, the commission13
shall establish procedures and standards for identifying and regulating14
competitive long-distance telecommunications markets.  When the commission15
determines that a long-distance telecommunications market is competitive, it16
shall establish appropriate supervisory and regulatory treatment for17
competitive long-distance telecommunications markets as distinguished from18
noncompetitive telecommunications markets.19

B.||It is the public policy of this state that a competitive market20
shall exist in the sale of electric generation service.  In order to21
transition to competition for electric generation service, the commission’s22
authority is confirmed to:23

1.||Open the service territories of public service corporations, except24
foreign nonprofit, member owned cooperative corporations, to competitive25
access by other electricity suppliers or providers of other services not26
later than December 31, 1998 for AT LEAST twenty per cent of their 199527
retail load, at least fifteen per cent of which shall be reserved for28
customers in the residential customer class, and open their entire service29
territory to competition not later than December 31, 2000.30

2.||Establish reasonable requirements for certificating and regulating31
electricity suppliers that are public service corporations.32

3.||Maintain the current service territories of public service33
corporations and prohibit a public service corporation from providing34
electric distribution service in the service territories of other electric35
distribution utilities in this state.36

4.||Require an electric distribution utility that is a public service37
corporation and that has been granted a service territory through a38
certificate of convenience and necessity or a contract and agreement among39
utilities to provide other services for the service territory that the40
electric distribution utility serves as follows:41

(a)||Beginning on December 31, 1998 through December 31, 2000, billing42
and collections services shall be provided on a competitive basis  for those43
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retail electric customers with loads of one megawatt and above that have1
competitive electric generation service.  After December 31, 2000 billing and2
collections services shall be provided on a competitive basis for all retail3
electric customers that have competitive electric generation service.4

(b)||Beginning on December 31, 1998 through December 31, 2000, metering5
shall be provided on a competitive basis for those Retail electric customers6
with loads of one megawatt and above that have competitive electric7
generation service.  After December 31, 2000 metering shall be provided on8
a competitive basis for all retail electric customers that have competitive9
electric generation service.  All meters shall meet or exceed existing10
standards for safety, reliability and accuracy.11

(c)||By December 31, 1998 through December 31, 2000, meter reading12
shall be provided on a competitive basis for those retail electric customers13
with loads of one megawatt and above that have competitive electric14
generation service.  After December 31, 2000 meter reading shall be provided15
on a competitive basis for all retail electric customers that have16
competitive electric generation service.17

5.||Require the electric distribution utility that is a public service18
corporation to act as the supplier of last resort for electric generation19
service for every retail electric customer within its electric distribution20
service territory whose annual usage is one hundred thousand kilowatt hours21
or less if other electricity suppliers are unwilling or are unable to supply22
electric generation service and whose electric generation service has been23
discontinued through no fault of the retail electric customer.24

6.||Provide for the recovery of just and reasonable costs incurred by25
the electric distribution utilities that are public service corporations for26
supplying electric generation service under paragraph 5 of this subsection27
through a distribution charge on retail customers whose annual usage is one28
hundred thousand kilowatt hours or less. 29

7.||Investigate complaints regarding the subsidization of competitive30
services by any regulated rate or charge for any noncompetitive electric31
service and impose appropriate sanctions for any such subsidization.32

8.||Except as provided for the recovery of stranded costs, including33
costs associated with employee severance incurred as a direct result of34
competition among electric suppliers, as ordered by the commission, not35
consider the profits or losses associated with electric generation service36
when regulating electric distribution service.37

C.||In supervising and regulating public service corporations, the38
commission’s authority is confirmed to adopt rules to:39

1.||Protect the public against deceptive, unfair and abusive business40
practices, practices related to deposit requirements and reconnection fees,41
intrusive and abusive marketing, deceptive or untrue advertising practices42
and practices prohibited under subsection G of this section.43
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2.||Prohibit a public service corporation that forms an affiliate for1
the purposes of providing services that require a licensed contractor or has2
employees perform these services, including but not limited to electrical,3
heating, ventilation, air conditioning or plumbing or construction services,4
from advertising these services in their billing statement or in other5
mailings done by the electric distribution utility.6

3.||provide that a separate authorization pursuant to paragraph 3 of7
this subsection to change electricity supplier and plain language in8
advertising and billing using uniform words and phrases that have the same9
meanings so that customers can make accurate comparisons.10

4.||provide that a separate written and dated authorization is required11
for a change in a retail electricity supplier subject to the following:12

(a)||The authorization shall not contain any inducements.13
(b)||The authorization shall be in legible print with clear and plain14

language confirming the rates, terms, conditions and nature of the service15
to be provided.16

(c)||The authorization shall not state or suggest that the customer17
take action to retain the customer’s current electricity supplier.18

(d)||An electricity supplier that submits or executes a change in a19
retail electricity customer’s electricity supplier in violation of this20
paragraph shall refund to the retail electricity customer the entire amount21
of the customer’s electricity charges attributable to electric generation22
service from the electricity supplier for three months, or the period of the23
unauthorized service, whichever is less.24

(e)||The authorization shall be in the same language as any promotional25
or inducement materials provided to the retail electric customer.26

(f)||No box or container may be used to collect entries for sweepstakes27
or a contest that, at the same time, is used to collect authorization by a28
retail electric customer to change their electricity supplier or to subscribe29
to other services.30

5.||Provide that, notwithstanding any other law, that customer31
information, account information and related proprietary information are32
confidential unless specifically waived by the customer in writing.33

6.||Ensure that public service corporations that employ the services34
of a contractor for interior household energy service, either directly or35
through any affiliate, require the contractors and subcontractors to be36
licensed by the registrar of contractors and shall comply with all municipal37
permit and inspection standards and applicable life safety codes.  For the38
purposes of this paragraph, "contractor" has the same meaning as in section39
32-1101.40

7.||Permit the aggregation of loads by multiple customers.41
D.||In supervising and regulating public service corporations, it is42

the public policy of this state that the most effective manner of43
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establishing just and reasonable rates for electricity is to permit electric1
generation service prices to be established in a competitive market.2

E.||The commission shall order on a nondiscriminatory basis that public3
service corporations open their distribution territories to competition by4
public power entities to the same extent and under the same terms and5
conditions as authorized electricity suppliers are granted access through6
commission rules or orders.7

F.||Except as provided in subsection F of this section, during the8
initial construction of a residential structure, electric and natural gas9
facilities at a minimum shall be installed in and to the structure in a10
manner that provides the retail energy consumer ultimately residing in the11
structure and all subsequent retail energy consumers residing in the12
structure with the capability to choose between electricity and natural gas13
as an energy source for each appliance application.14

G.||A residential structure may be constructed without the installation15
of any particular facilities if:16

1.||The structure is not located within the service territory of a17
public service corporation certificated to furnish the associated energy18
service.19

2.||Unless mandated otherwise by law or governmental regulation, the20
public service corporation certificated to furnish the associated energy21
notifies the contractor or owner that the extension of the facilities to the22
structure is not economically feasible.  23

3.||The public service corporation certificated to furnish a particular24
energy service and the owner or contractor agree that the extension of the25
facilities to the structure would not be economically feasible or would26
otherwise be inappropriate.27

H.||Unless mandated by law or a generally accepted industry code, a28
person or entity, including municipal corporations and political29
subdivisions, shall not engage in any practice that interferes with the30
opportunity to have electric and natural gas facilities at a minimum31
installed in and to an existing residential structure in a manner that32
provides the retail energy consumer ultimately residing in the structure and33
all subsequent retail energy consumers residing in the structure with the34
capability to choose between electricity and natural gas as an energy source35
for each appliance application.  This subsection does not apply to reasonable36
sales and marketing activities.37

I.||If a trench is provided by a contractor or a property owner for the38
purpose of having utility facilities installed to a residential structure,39
electric and natural gas facilities at a minimum shall be permitted to occupy40
the trench if the installation of the facilities is completed in compliance41
with generally accepted industry safety codes applicable to the installation.42
Except in the case of underground conversion service areas provided for in43
sections 40-341 through 40-355 and improvement districts for underground44
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utility facilities provided for in section 48-620, if the contractor or1
property owner conditions occupancy in a trench on a reimbursement of costs2
associated with providing the trench, the contractor or property owner may3
require an occupant to pay a pro rata share of the costs associated with4
providing the trench.5

J.||Before initiating a complaint with a public service corporation or6
the commission, the parties to a dispute arising under subsections e through7
h of this section shall meet and in good faith attempt to resolve the dispute8
through an informal dispute resolution process.9

B.||K.||A public service corporation shall comply with every order,10
decision, rule or regulation made by the commission in any matter relating11
to or affecting its business as a public service corporation,| and shall do12
everything necessary to secure compliance with and observance of every such13
order, decision, rule or regulation.14

L.||The commission by rule or order may exempt or partially exempt any15
competitive service of any public service corporation from the application16
of section 40-203, section 40-204, subsections A and B and sections 40-248,17
40-250, 40-251, 40-285, 40-301, 40-302, 40-303, 40-321, 40-322, 40-331,18
40-332, 40-334, 40-365, 40-366, 40-367, 40-374 and 40-401.19

M.||The provisions of subsection b, paragraphs 3 and 5 of this section20
are subject to legislative review by the auditor general in 2008.21

N.||The provisions of subsection B, paragraph 4 of this section are22
subject to sunset review by the auditor general in 2003.23

O.||Failure to comply with the rules or procedures adopted pursuant to24
subsections C and D of this section is an unlawful practice pursuant to25
section 44-1522.  The attorney general may investigate and take appropriate26
action as prescribed by title 44, chapter 10, article 7.27

Sec.|24.||Section 40-204, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:28
40-204.||Reports by public service corporations to commission;29

duty of corporation to deliver documents to30
commission; confidential nature of information31
furnished; exception; classification32

A.||Every public service corporation shall furnish to the commission,33
in the form and detail the commission prescribes, tabulations, computations,34
annual reports, monthly or periodical reports of earnings and expenses, and35
all other information required by it to carry into effect the provisions of36
this title and shall make specific answers to all questions submitted by the37
commission.  If a corporation is unable to answer any question, it shall give38
a good and sufficient reason therefor.39

B.||When required by the commission, a public service corporation shall40
deliver to the commission copies of any maps, profiles, contracts,41
franchises, books, papers and records in its possession, or in any way42
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relating to its property or affecting its business, and also a complete1
inventory of all its property in the form the commission directs.2

C.||No information furnished to the commission by a public service3
corporation, except matters specifically required to be open to public4
inspection, shall be open to public inspection or made public except on order5
of the commission entered after notice to the affected public service6
corporation, or by the commission or a commissioner in the course of a7
hearing or proceeding.8

D.||Any officer or employee of the commission who knowingly divulges9
any such information is guilty of a class 2 misdemeanor. 10

Sec.|25.||Title 40, chapter 2, article 1, Arizona Revised Statutes, is11
amended by adding sections 40-207, 40-208 and 40-209, to read:12

40-207.||Electricity suppliers; rules13
A.||An electricity supplier shall obtain a certificate from the14

commission before offering electricity for sale to retail electric customers15
in this state.16

B.||The commission may adopt, amend and repeal rules reasonably17
necessary to carry out this section.  On or before December 31, 1998, the18
commission shall adopt rules providing minimum standards of disclosure and19
complaint procedures applicable to certificated electricity suppliers.  The20
commission may impose conditions on the certification of electricity21
suppliers to assure their financial stability, including periodic reports,22
bonds and deposits.23

C.||As a condition of obtaining a certificate required under subsection24
A, an electricity supplier shall agree to be subject to the transaction25
privilege taxes and affiliated excise taxes pursuant to title 42, chapter 526
and the provisions of the model city tax code.27

40-208.||Service territories; open competition28
After December 31, 2000 service territories established by a29

certificate of convenience and necessity shall be open to electric generation30
service competition for all retail electric customers for any electricity31
supplier that obtains a certificate from the commission pursuant to section32
40-207 or any public power entity.33

40-209.||Franchises; electric generation suppliers; limitations34
Regulation of electricity suppliers providing electric generation35

service is a matter of statewide concern.  Cities, including charter cities,36
towns and counties shall not require franchises for electricity suppliers to37
provide electric generation service within its jurisdiction and shall not38
impose rents, charges or taxes on the use of public streets, roads and alleys39
on electricity suppliers for the provision of electric generation service40
within its jurisdiction, except that a fee equal to the franchise fee of the41
electric distribution utility may be charged to the electricity supplier on42
any portion of a retail electricity sale not otherwise subject to a franchise43
fee made using electric distribution facilities in service territories that44
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are franchised as of the effective date of this section.  Nothing in this1
subsection affects the authority of cities, including charter cities, towns2
and counties to require franchises for electricity suppliers providing3
electric distribution service within their jurisdiction.4

Sec.|26.||Section 40-286, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:5
40-286.||Exemption from antitrust statutes6
The provisions of title 44, chapter 10, article 1, shall not apply to7

any conduct or activity of a public service corporation holding a certificate8
of public convenience and necessity granted pursuant to this article, which9
conduct or activity is approved by a statute of this state or of the United10
States or by the corporation commission or an administrative agency of this11
state or of the United States having jurisdiction of the subject matter.12
This section does not apply to the provision of competitive electric13
generation service or other services.14

Sec.|27.||Section 40-360.02, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to15
read:16

40-360.02.||Ten year plans; filing; failure to comply17
A.||Every person contemplating construction of any facilities18

transmission line within the state during any ten year period shall file a19
ten year plan with the commission on or before the thirty-first day of20
January 31 of each year.21

B.||Each plan filed pursuant to subsection A shall set forth the22
following information with respect to the proposed facilities to the extent23
such information is available:24

1.||The proposed general area of each plant.25
2.||The approximate generating capacity of each plant and the number26

of plants proposed for each site.27
3.||The type of fuel proposed for each plant.28
4.||The proposed source of fuel and water for each plant.29
5.||1.||The size and approximate proposed route of the any transmission30

lines associated with each proposed plant and of the transmission lines31
proposed to be constructed to serve any other purposes.32

6.||2.||The purpose to be served by each proposed transmission line.33
7.||3.||The estimated date by which each plant or transmission line34

will be in operation.35
C.||Failure of any person to comply with the requirements of subsection36

A or B may, in the commission’s discretion in the absence of a showing of37
good cause, constitute a ground for refusing to consider an application of38
such person.39

D.||Such The plans shall be recognized and utilized as tentative40
information only and are subject to change at any time at the discretion of41
the person filing the same plans. 42
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E.||The plans shall be reviewed biennially by the commission and the1
commission shall issue a written decision regarding the adequacy of the2
existing and planned transmission facilities in this state to meet the3
present and future energy needs of this state in a reliable manner.4

Sec.|28.||Section 42-5010, Arizona Revised Statutes, as amended by Laws5
1998, chapter 1, section 161, is amended to read:6

42-5010.||Rates; distribution base7
A.||The tax imposed by this article is levied and shall be collected8

at the rate of:9
1.||Five per cent of the tax base as computed for the business of every10

person engaging or continuing in this state in the following business11
classifications described in article 2 of this chapter:12

(a)||Transporting classification.13
(b)||Utility classification.14
(c)||Telecommunications classification.15
(d)||Pipeline classification.16
(e)||Private car line classification.17
(f)||Publication classification.18
(g)||Job printing classification.19
(h)||Prime contracting classification.20
(i)||Owner builder sales classification.21
(j)||Amusement classification.22
(k)||Restaurant classification.23
(l)||Personal property rental classification.24
(m)||Retail classification.25
(n)||Membership camping classification.26
2.||Five and one-half per cent of the tax base as computed for the27

business of every person engaging or continuing in this state in the28
transient lodging classification described in section 42-5070.29

3.||Three and one-eighth per cent of the tax base as computed for the30
business of every person engaging or continuing in this state in the mining31
classification described in section 42-5072.32

4.||Zero per cent of the tax base as computed for the business of every33
person engaging or continuing in this state in the commercial lease34
classification described in section 42-5069.35

B.||Twenty per cent of the tax revenues collected from persons on36
account of engaging in business under the business classifications listed in37
subsection A, paragraph 1, subdivisions (a) through (i) of this section and38
twenty per cent of the tax revenues on purchases of electricity from an39
electricity supplier under section 42-5155 is designated as distribution base40
for purposes of section 42-5029.41

C.||Forty per cent of the tax revenues collected from persons on42
account of engaging in business under the business classifications listed in43
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subsection A, paragraph 1, subdivisions (j) through (n) of this section is1
designated as distribution base for purposes of section 42-5029.2

D.||Thirty-two per cent of the tax revenues collected from persons on3
account of engaging in business under the business classification listed in4
subsection A, paragraph 3 of this section is designated as distribution base5
for purposes of section 42-5029.6

E.||Fifty-three and one-third per cent of the tax revenues collected7
from persons on account of engaging in business under the business8
classifications listed in subsection A, paragraph 4 of this section is9
designated as distribution base for purposes of section 42-5029.10

F.||Fifty per cent of the tax revenues collected from persons on11
account of engaging in business under the business classification listed in12
subsection A, paragraph 2 of this section is designated as distribution base13
for purposes of section 42-5029. 14

Sec.|29.||Section 42-5063, Arizona Revised Statutes, as amended by Laws15
1998, chapter 1, section 166, is amended to read:16

42-5063.||Utilities classification; definitions17
A.||The utilities classification is comprised of the business of:18
1.||Producing and furnishing or furnishing to consumers electricity,19

natural or artificial gas and water.20
2.||Providing to retail electric customers ancillary services, electric21

distribution services, electric generation services, electric transmission22
services and other services related to providing electricity.23

B.||The utility classification does not include:24
1.||Sales of ancillary services, electric distribution services,25

electric generation services, electric transmission services and other26
services related to providing electricity, gas or water to a person for27
resale.28

2.||Sales of natural gas or liquefied petroleum gas used to propel a29
motor vehicle.30

3.||Sales of alternative fuel, as defined in section 1-215, to a used31
oil fuel burner who has received a permit to burn used oil or used oil fuel32
under section 49-426 or 49-480.33

B.||C.||The tax base for the utilities classification is the gross34
proceeds of sales or gross income derived from the business, but the35
following shall be deducted from the tax base:36

1.||Revenues received by a municipally owned utility in the form of37
fees charged to persons constructing residential, commercial or industrial38
developments or connecting residential, commercial or industrial developments39
to a municipal utility system or systems if the fees are segregated and used40
only for capital expansion, system enlargement or debt service of the utility41
system or systems.42

2.||Revenues received by any person or persons owning a utility system43
in the form of reimbursement or contribution compensation for property and44
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equipment installed to provide utility access to, on or across the land of1
an actual utility consumer if the property and equipment become the property2
of the utility.  This exclusion shall not exceed the value of such property3
and equipment.4

3.||Gross proceeds of sales or gross income derived from sales to:5
(a)||Qualifying hospitals as defined in section 42-5001.6
(b)||A qualifying health care organization as defined in section7

42-5001 if the tangible personal property is used by the organization solely8
to provide health and medical related educational and charitable services.9

4.||The portion of gross proceeds of sales or gross income derived from10
sales to an environmental technology manufacturer, producer or processor as11
defined in section 41-1514.02, that are used directly in environmental12
technology manufacturing, producing or processing.  This paragraph shall13
apply for fifteen full consecutive calendar or fiscal years from the date the14
first paper manufacturing machine is placed in service.  In the case of an15
environmental technology manufacturer, producer or processor who does not16
manufacture paper, the time period shall begin with the date the first17
manufacturing, processing or production equipment is placed in service. 18

D.||For purposes of this section:19
1.||"Ancillary services" means those services so designated in federal20

energy regulatory commission order 888 adopted in 1996 that include the21
services necessary to support the transmission of electricity from resources22
to loads while maintaining reliable operation of the transmission system23
according to good utility practice.24

2.||"Electric distribution service" means distributing electricity to25
retail electric customers through the use of electric distribution26
facilities.27

3.||"Electric generation service" means providing electricity for sale28
to retail electric customers but excluding electric distribution or29
transmission services.30

4.||"Electric transmission service" means transmitting electricity to31
retail electric customers or to electric distribution facilities and so32
classified by the federal energy regulatory commission or, to the extent33
permitted by law, so classified by the Arizona corporation commission.34

5.||"Other services" includes metering, meter reading services, billing35
and collecting services.36

6.||"Retail electric customer" means a person who purchases electricity37
for that person’s own use, including use in that person’s trade or business38
and not for resale, redistribution or retransmission.39

7.||"Utility business" means a person engaged in the business of40
producing and furnishing or furnishing to consumers natural or artificial41
gas, water or electricity including an electricity supplier.42

Sec.|30.||Section 42-5151, Arizona Revised Statutes, as amended by Laws43
1998, chapter 1, section 172, is amended to read:44
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42-5151.||Definitions1
In this article, unless the context otherwise requires:2
1.||"Electric distribution utility" means a public service corporation3

or public power entity that operates, controls or maintains electric4
distribution facilities.5

2.||"Electricity" means electric energy, electric capacity or electric6
capacity and energy.7

3.||"Electricity supplier" means a person, whether acting in a8
principal, agent or other capacity, that offers to sell electricity to a9
retail electric customer in this state.10

1.||4.||"Notice" means written notice served personally or by certified11
mail and addressed to the last known address of the person to whom such12
notice is given.13

2.||5.||"Person" means an individual, firm, partnership, joint venture,14
association, corporation, estate, trust, receiver or syndicate, this state15
or a county, city, municipality, district or other political subdivision or16
agency thereof.17

3.||6.||"Purchase" means any transfer, exchange or barter, conditional18
or otherwise, in any manner or by any means, of tangible personal property19
for a consideration, including transactions by which the possession of20
property is transferred but the seller retains the title as security for21
payment.22

4.||7.||"Purchase price" or "sales price" means the total amount for23
which tangible personal property is sold, including any services that are a24
part of the sale, valued in money, whether paid in money or otherwise, and25
any amount for which credit is given to the purchaser by the seller without26
any deduction on account of the cost of the property sold, materials used,27
labor or services performed, interest charged, losses or other expenses, but28
does not include:29

(a)||Discounts allowed and taken.30
(b)||Charges for labor or services in installing, remodeling or31

repairing.32
(c)||Freight costs billed to and collected from a purchaser by a33

retailer for tangible personal property which, on the order of the retailer,34
is shipped directly from a manufacturer or wholesaler to the purchaser.35

(d)||Amounts attributable to federal excise taxes imposed by 26 United36
States Code section 4001, 4051 or 4091 on sales of heavy trucks and trailers37
and automobiles or on sales of use fuel, as defined in section 28-5701.38

8.||"Retail electric customer" means a person who purchases electricity39
for that person’s own use, including use in that person’s trade or business,40
and not for resale, redistribution or retransmission.41

5.||9.||"Retailer" includes:42
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(a)||Every person engaged in the business of making sales of tangible1
personal property for storage, use or other consumption or in the business2
of making sales at auction of tangible personal property owned by that person3
or others for storage, use or other consumption.  If in the opinion of the4
department it is necessary for the efficient administration of this article5
to regard any salesmen, representatives, peddlers or canvassers as the agents6
of the dealers, distributors, supervisors or employers under whom they7
operate or from whom they obtain the tangible personal property sold by them,8
regardless of whether they are making sales on their own behalf or on behalf9
of such dealers, distributors, supervisors or employers, the department may10
so regard them and may regard the dealers, distributors, supervisors or11
employers as retailers for purposes of this article.12

(b)||A person who solicits orders for tangible personal property by13
mail if the solicitations are substantial and recurring or if the retailer14
benefits from any banking, financing, debt collection, telecommunication,15
television shopping system, cable, optic, microwave or other communication16
system or marketing activities occurring in this state or benefits from the17
location in this state of authorized installation, servicing or repair18
facilities.19

6.||10.||"Storage" means keeping or retaining tangible personal20
property purchased from a retailer for any purpose except sale in the regular21
course of business or subsequent use solely outside this state.22

7.||11.||"Taxpayer" means any retailer or person storing, using or23
consuming tangible personal property the storage, use or consumption of which24
is subject to the tax imposed by this article when such tax was not paid to25
a retailer.26

8.||12.||"Use or consumption" means the exercise of any right or power27
over tangible personal property incidental to owning the property except28
holding for sale or selling the property in the regular course of business.29

Sec.|31.||Section 42-5155, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to30
read:31

42-5155.||Levy of tax; tax rate; purchaser’s liability32
A.||There is levied and imposed an excise tax on the storage, use or33

consumption in this state of tangible personal property purchased from a34
retailer or utility business, as a percentage of the sales price.35

B.||The tax imposed by this section applies to any purchaser which36
purchased tangible personal property for resale but subsequently uses or37
consumes the property but does not apply to the gross proceeds of sales or38
gross income derived from the sale of tangible personal property excluded or39
exempt under section 42-5063.40

C.||The tax rate shall equal the rate of tax applied to retailers and41
utility businesses according to the respective classification under articles42
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1 and 2 of this chapter for the same type of transaction or business1
activity.2

D.||Every person storing, using or consuming in this state tangible3
personal property purchased from a retailer or utility business is liable for4
the tax.  The person’s liability is not extinguished until the tax has been5
paid to this state.6

E.||A receipt from a retailer who and utility business that maintains7
a place of business in this state or from a retailer who and utility business8
that is authorized by the department to collect the tax, under such rules as9
it may prescribe, and who that is for the purposes of this article regarded10
as a retailer and utility business maintaining a place of business in this11
state, given to the purchaser as provided in section 42-5161 is sufficient12
to relieve the purchaser from further liability for the tax to which the13
receipt refers.14

Sec.|32.||Section 42-5161, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to15
read:16

42-5161.||Collection from purchaser; receipt; tax as debt to17
state18

Every retailer and utility business shall collect from the purchaser19
the tax imposed by this article and give to such purchaser a receipt therefor20
in the manner and form prescribed by the department.  The tax required to be21
collected shall be shown separately on the invoice or other proof of sale.22
The tax required to be collected shall constitute a debt owed by the retailer23
and utility business to this state. 24

Sec.|33.||Section 42-6103, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to25
read:26

42-6103.||County general excise tax; authority to levy; rate;27
distribution; use of proceeds28

A.||A county having a population of less than one million five hundred29
thousand persons, according to the most recent United States decennial30
census, on a unanimous vote of the board of supervisors, may levy and, if31
levied, the department shall collect a county general excise tax on each32
person engaging or continuing in the county in a business taxed under chapter33
5, article 1 of this title and section 42-5352, subsection A.34

B.||The excise tax levied pursuant to subsection A of this section35
shall be at a rate applied as a percentage of the rates on each class of36
business subject to the tax imposed by chapter 5, article 1 of this title and37
section 42-5352, subsection A, not to exceed ten per cent.38

C.||A county having a population of less than one million five hundred39
thousand persons, according to the most recent united states decennial40
census, on a unanimous vote of the board of supervisors, may levy, and if41
levied, the department shall collect, a county general use tax on each retail42
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electricity customer using or consuming electricity in the county purchased1
from an electricity supplier.2

D.||The use tax levied pursuant to subsection C of this section shall3
be at a rate applied as a percentage of the use tax imposed by chapter 5,4
article 4 of this title, not to exceed ten per cent.  Notwithstanding section5
42-6102, the use tax levied pursuant to subsection C of this section shall6
be administered subject to chapter 5, article 4 of this title.7

C.||E.||At the end of each month the state treasurer shall transmit the8
net revenues collected pursuant to this section to the treasurer of the9
county levying the tax.  The county shall use these revenues to support and10
enhance countywide services.11

Sec.|34.||Joint legislative study committee on electric12
deregulation issues; members; duties; report13

A.||A joint legislative study committee on electric deregulation issues14
is established consisting of the following members:15

1.||Three members of the senate appointed by the president of the16
senate, no more than two of whom are members of the same political party.17
One of these members shall be the chairman of the commerce and economic18
development committee who serves as cochairman.19

2.||Three members of the house of representatives appointed by the20
speaker of the house of representatives, no more than two of whom are members21
of the same political party, one serving as cochairman.22

B.||The committee shall meet to study issues involving electric23
deregulation including the following:24

1.||Deregulation of billing and metering services and taxation of these25
services.26

2.||Taxation issues associated with electric competition.27
3.||Regulation of public power entities outside their service28

territory.29
4.||Constitutional issues relating to facilitating electric30

competition.31
5.||Independent system operators.32
6.||Buy-through.33
7.||Load profiling. 34
8.||Provider of last resort after competition is phased in.35
9.||Stranded cost recovery.36

10.||Low income services.37
11.||Consumer education and protection.38
12.||System priority of electric service providers.39
13.||Transmission system capacity and capability.40
14.||Public power entities compliance with the code of conduct and41

affiliate issues between competitive and noncompetitive service electricity42
providers.43
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15.||System reliability.1
16.||Antitrust issues.2
C.||The committee shall submit a report regarding the committee’s3

activities and recommendations for legislative action on or before December4
15, 1998 to the governor, the president of the senate, the speaker of the5
house of representatives, the secretary of state and the director of the6
department of library, archives and public records.7

Sec. 35.||Legislative intent8
A.||The legislature intends by this act to promote and protect the9

interests of retail electric power customers and the state as a whole by10
moving from the regulatory framework for delivery of electric generation to11
a framework under which competition is allowed in the sale of electricity to12
retail customers.  Furthermore, it is in the public interest for the13
legislature to establish policies for the state to ensure an orderly14
transition to a competitive market in the retail sale of electricity that15
should allow citizens of this state and businesses operating in this state16
to achieve the economic benefits from industry restructuring.  Specific17
policies that the legislature has outlined in this act include:18

1.||Retail electricity prices set by a competitive market meet the19
constitutional test of being just and reasonable.20

2.||That the legislature supports and encourages the Arizona21
corporation commission and public power entities to coordinate their efforts22
in transition to electric competition.23

3.||Competition in the retail sale of electricity is intended to24
encourage innovation, efficiency and better service to all customers.25

4.||Reliable electric service is of utmost importance to the safety,26
health and welfare of this state's citizens and economy.27

5.||Recovery of existing utilities' stranded costs as determined by the28
corporation commission and the governing body of the public power entity.29

6.||The delivery of electricity over distribution systems should30
continue to be provided through distribution territories, where territories31
exist, to ensure system safety, reliability, environmental protection and32
fair access for all market participants.33

7.||It is important that sufficient supplies of electricity and an34
adequate transmission and distribution system will be available to serve the35
citizens and businesses of this state and that electric distribution36
utilities with service territories continue to have an obligation to provide37
electric distribution service and act as a supplier of last resort for38
electric generation service if other electricity suppliers are not willing39
to supply electric generation service.40

8.||Public interest programs including bill assistance, rate discount41
and weatherization programs provide essential aid to both rural and urban42
at-risk electric retail customers and are supported and encouraged to43
continue in a competitive retail electric generation service market.44
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9.||The collection of multiple consumers or facilities, or both, for1
the purpose of negotiating lower electric generation service prices is2
recognized as a likely outcome of a competitive retail electric generation3
service market.4

B.||The legislature also intends to determine the long-range effect of5
this act by assembling in the year 2008 a commission of legislators,6
government officials, industry representatives and private citizens, as7
determined by the president of the senate, the speaker of the house of8
representatives and the governor, to analyze the benefits and burdens of9
electric power competition in this state.10
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Sec. 36.||Severability1
If any provisions or applications of this act is held invalid, the2

invalidity does not affect other provisions or applications that can be given3
effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the4
provisions of this act are severable.5

Sec. 37.||Applicability6
A.||This act applies to all electric cooperative nonprofit membership7

corporations or nonprofit electric generation and transmission cooperative8
corporations that were subject to title 10, chapter 19, article 2 or 4,9
Arizona Revised Statutes, on December 31, 1998.10

B.||Notwithstanding subsection A, any previously valid provisions in11
the articles of incorporation or bylaws of any electric cooperative nonprofit12
membership corporation or nonprofit electric generation and transmission13
cooperative corporation that is subject to title 10, chapter 19, article 214
or 4, Arizona Revised Statutes, on December 31, 1998 that are in conflict15
with any provision of this act continue to be valid.  Any existing electric16
cooperative nonprofit membership corporation or nonprofit electric generation17
and transmission cooperative corporation may amend or restate its articles18
of incorporation and may retain any previously valid provisions of its19
articles of incorporation that are in conflict with any provision of this20
act.21

Sec. 38.||Corporation commission information; suspension22
A.||The corporation commission shall inform the legislature and provide23

testimony before the joint legislative study committee on electric24
deregulation issues if the commission delays the December 31, 1998 or25
December 31, 2000 date for competition.  26

B.||If after December 31, 1998 the implementation dates for competition27
for public service corporations are delayed, the governing body of a public28
power entity may suspend by official resolution further application of29
section 30-803, subsection A, Arizona Revised Statutes, as added by this act,30
for up to six months.  Any retail electric customers who have selected31
another electricity supplier before the adoption of the resolution shall not32
be affected by the official resolution.33

Sec. 39.||Delayed repeal34
Sections 34 and 38 of this act are repealed from and after December 31,35

2000.36
Sec. 40.||Effective date37
Sections 42-5010, 42-5063, 42-5151, 42-5155 and 42-5161, Arizona38

Revised Statutes, as amended by this act, are effective from and after39
December 31, 1998.40


